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              My right toes and "Dallas"; my canis familiarus.  
 

 

A reader asks about canines. 

 

RQ1:  How are dogs able to perform amazing feats, such as detecting seizures before they 

happen, knowing when their beloved owner is coming home, alerting people to other health 

issues, not leaving the side of a loved one in a crises, like the guide dog that lead his master out 

of the World Trade Center from the 72nd floor. This person thought all was hopeless and told the 

dog to run. The dog did not, and forced his man to get up and get moving to get out.  

C: The canine mental function retains abilities all humans possess; however these are not 

tuned down or out. These abilities you list are retained for the role the animals will have, as 

applies to many animals on Earth. In exchange for the instincts, the canines have lesser cognitive 

and abstract mental functions. What canines do is similar to what is considered mediumship, 

psychic reading or interpreting among some humans, by many other humans. 

 

RQ2: Were dogs ever genetically modified to be the companions that they are now or did they 

actually evolve from wolves and were domesticated more naturally over time. Can our dogs see 

our guides and Angels? Do they communicate with each other? 

C: Nearly all animals on Earth have occurred and developed with genetic engineering, 

influence and manipulation, just as have been humans. The evolution from wolves is accurate, 

with certain steps added. Yes, canines and most animals are much more naturally able to see 

non-physical beings. Yes, canines communicate with one another much as do humans, however 

in far less complex ways. The emotions of canines and many animals are a larger part of their 

mental function, however this is not to say, they have more emotions than humans. Dogs have a 



lesser capacity for mental volume, and the percentage taken up by emotions of fear, anger, 

contentment and excitement are thus larger. Some typical human emotions dogs do not have, and 

canines manifest others humans cannot.  

 

RQ3: I am reading a book by an author who trains dogs for people with disabilities. More often 

than not, during the introduction day, the dog will choose its new owner. How is it that dogs can 

have such a big picture vision of what is happening? I have adopted quite a few dogs from 

shelters and the feelings I receive from & for these animals is as deep a bond as for my human 

family.  Is this bond something that is heaven sent, something planned in advance of our arrival 

on earth or just one of the nice parts about being on earth. Is it a coincidence that dog is God 

spelled backward?  

C: The bigger picture is not solely the dog, which also have a similar but lesser function of 

guardian angel and guides. The choice of the human by the dog occurs because the human and 

the dog have already made the agreement at the soul level. The bond is not sent from Heaven, 

however it is in Heaven where the agreement is made to have the connection, and as we have 

said many times, Heaven surrounds you always. There is no coincidence with this naming. We 

refer to your numerology n Earth, which exists in all the universe. The letters and corresponding 

numbers of "d", "o" and "g" add to the same total, no matter the order, as 3 + 2 + 1 = 6, just as 2 

+ 1 + 3 or 1 + 3 + 2.  

 

RQ4: Do animals choose their incarnations? Do they know why they are here, choose when, 

where and how as we do?  

 C: Yes to all, from the level of their souls. Many humans have incarnation experiences as 

animals, including dogs.  


